
 

April 6, 2020 

Parents,  

Please read through the plans!  The links below will allow you 

access to the documents, powerpoints, and videos that we have 

created.  If you have a problem, please contact your child’s 

teacher through their method of contact to notify them that 

something isn’t working.  

We’ve tried to assemble the weekly work in such a way that you 

will be able to find everything you need to complete our weekly 

lessons.  In the event that something isn’t clear, please reach out 

to us so that we can help. We are available everyday Monday-

Friday to help you.  

IEP/504: As you work through the packet, please use your child’s 

accommodations as specified in their plan.  If you have any 

questions or concerns, please contact your child’s teacher. 

RtI: Your child is receiving an additional packet to address their 

RtI plans.  If you have any questions or concerns, please contact 

your child’s teacher.  

 

Thank you, 

Third grade teachers 

 



 

Third Grade         Language Arts             4/6-4/10 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_XTzpfJVMIlXXRccj7cORaP8EcAErB-b 

Use the You Tube link above to access all 3rd grade videos for all subjects.  

Spelling 
It is very important that you learn and apply grade-level phonics and word decoding skills.  
This week we are reviewing patterns from Unit 5. 

Monday 
In 5.1 we spelled words with the CV/VC pattern.  This happens when a word has to vowels 
beside each other.  The vowel can produce one or two sounds. 
Examples:  create, medium, piano, idea 
Workbook p. 371 for practice 

Tuesday 
In 5.2 we spelled words that were homophones.  Homophones are words that have exactly 
the same sound pronunciation but different meanings and (usually) spelling.  
Examples:  week/weak, I/eye, there/their/they’re 
Workbook p. 373 for practice 

Wednesday 
In 5.3 we spelled words that contained au, augh, ough.  These vowel patterns almost sound 
like the o in hot. 
Examples:  taught, August, bought 
Workbook p. 375 for practice 

Thursday 
In 5.4 we spelled words that had ei and eigh that produce a long a sound like in bake. 
Examples:  rein, weigh, eight, sleigh 
Workbook p. 377 for practice 

Friday 
In 5.5 we spelled words with the suffixes –y, -ish, -hood, and –ment 
Suffixes are word parts that are added to the end of a word and add to or change the 
meaning of the word. 
Examples:  funny, childish, parenthood, enrollment 
Workbook p. 379 for practice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_XTzpfJVMIlXXRccj7cORaP8EcAErB-b


 

Grammar 

Monday 
In 5.1 we learned about adjectives and articles.  An adjective describes a noun.  It can tell 
you about the size, shape, color, amount, and more.  Articles are the words a, an, and the.  
They qualify as adjectives also. 
Examples:  funny, red, four, hard, round 
Workbook p. 372 for practice 
 

Tuesday 
In 5.2 we learned about comparative and superlative adjectives.  A comparative adjective is 
used to compare two things.  A superlative adjective is used when you compare three or 
more things. 
Examples: Comparative-bigger, slower, funnier  Superlative-biggest, slowest, funniest 
Workbook p. 374 for practice 

Wednesday 
In 5.3 we learned about adverbs.  Adverbs describe verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs.  They 
can add to or change the meaning of a word.  A great way to spot adverbs is to look for 
words that end in –ly. 
Examples:  Slowly, happily, desperately,  
Workbook p. 376 for practice 

Thursday 
In 5.4 we learned about comparative and superlative adverbs.  With short adverbs you 
simply add –er for comparative and –est for superlative. 
Examples:  slower, happiest, funnier, saddest 
Workbook p. 378 for practice 

Friday 
In 5.5 we learned about conjunctions.  Conjunctions are words that link other words, 
phrases, or clauses together.  The conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.  We 
memorized them by FANBOYS. 
Workbook p. 380 for practice 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Reading 

Monday 
In 5.1 we learned to compare and contrast.  To compare is to examine how things are alike.  
To contrast is to see how they differ. 
An apple and a banana are both fruits, they both are healthy, and they both grow on trees.  
This is a comparison of an apple and banana. 
An apple has seeds and a banana does not.  A banana is easier to peel.  An apple is crunchy 
and a banana is squishy.  This is a contrast of an apple and a banana. 
Workbook p. 317 for practice. 

Tuesday 
In 5.2 we learned about main idea and details.  The main idea is the central or main point of 
a passage.  The main idea is usually supported by points or details.  For example, the main 
idea of The Three Little Pigs is…Three pigs learn a lesson that it is better to do something 
right rather than easy or quick.  A supporting detail would be the wolf blew down the straw 
house. 
Workbook p. 328 for practice. 
 

Wednesday 
In 5.3 we learned about sequence.  Sequence is the order of events in a story.  The most 
obvious form of sequence is beginning, middle, and end.  There are key words to look for to 
help with sequencing.   
Examples of signal words:  first, next, later, after that, last 
Workbook p. 339 for practice 

Thursday 
In 5.4 we learned about drawing conclusions.  When you draw a conclusion, you use the 
information given to you by the author in the text and what you know to reach a conclusion 
that the author has not specifically stated to you. 
For example:  I looked out the window to see gray skies.  The trees were moving so much I 
was sure they were going to fall.  I decided it was time to move to a safe location away from 
windows.  You would draw the conclusion that a tornado is coming. 
Workbook p. 350 for practice 

Friday 
In 5.5 we learned about author’s purpose.  The reason an author writes a text is to persuade 
the reader, inform the reader, or entertain the reader.  An author may include many things 
in their writing that makes us wonder what their purpose was. 
For example:  A news article is written to inform.  An advertisement is written to persuade.  
Fairy tales are written to entertain. 
Workbook p. 361 for practice  
 

 



Pine Level Elementary School Third Grade Literacy   ELearning Plans 4/6-4/10 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_XTzpfJVMIlXXRccj7cORaP8EcAErB-b 

Leader in Me Quote:  Alone we can do so little.  Together we can do so much. –Hellen Keller 

Unit 5 Review 

Monday___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Spelling: CV/VC 

The consonant-vowel-vowel-consonant pattern is found in words like: pool and pair. This spelling pattern 

occurs when a word has two internal vowels and two external vowels. The vowel can be used to produce one 

or two sounds.  

Examples: create, medium, piano, idea 

Video 

Independent Practice: Workbook p. 371 

Grammar:  Adjectives and Articles 

Simply put, an adjective describes or modifies a noun. It provides further information about a noun, indicating things like 

size, shape, color, and more. 

Articles are the words a, an, and the 

Video 

Independent Practice: Workbook p. 372 

Reading: Compare and Contrast 

To compare is to examine how things are similar, while to contrast is to see how they differ.  

Video 

Independent Practice: Workbook p. 317 

Tuesday___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Spelling: Homophones 

Homophones are words that have exactly the same sound (pronunciation) but different meanings and (usually) spelling. 

Examples:  weak/week    I/eye     their/there/they’re 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 373 

Grammar:  Comparative and Superlative Adjectives 

A comparative adjective is used to compare two things. A superlative adjective is used when you compare three or more 

things. 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 374 

Reading:  Main Idea and Details 

The main idea, also called the central idea or main point, is the primary concept of a passage. ... The main idea is usually 

reinforced by a series of other points or details which support the premise of the main idea. These are called 

supporting idea 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_XTzpfJVMIlXXRccj7cORaP8EcAErB-b
https://grammar.yourdictionary.com/parts-of-speech/nouns/what-is-a-noun.html


Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 328 

Wednesday________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Spelling:  Vowel Patterns for /o/ 

The vowel sounds for au, augh, and ough may produce the sound /o/ as in words like because, taught, and bought.  

Video 

Independent Practice: Workbook p. 375 

Grammar:  Adverbs 

Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs. They can add to or change the meaning of a word. A great way to 

spot adverbs is to look for words that end in -ly. 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 376 

Reading:  Sequence 

In its simplest terms, identifying sequence in a text involves identifying the beginning, the middle, and the end.  One 

of the easiest ways to recognize the order of events is to look out for the sequencing words or transitions that are 

used to connect the various parts of the text. 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 339 

Thursday________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Spelling:  ei, eigh 

The vowel sound for ei and eigh is often the long a sound as in rate. 

Examples:  rein, weigh 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 377 

Grammar:  Comparative and Superlative Adverbs 
With short adverbs that do not end in -ly comparative and superlative forms are identical to adjectives: add -er to form 
the comparative and -est to form the superlative. If the adverb ends in e, remove it before adding the ending. 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 378 

Reading:  Drawing Conclusions 

When you draw a conclusion you use the information given to you in the text and what you know to reach a conclusion 
that the author has not specifically stated to you. 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 350 

 

http://grammar.yourdictionary.com/parts-of-speech/verbs/regular-verb-list.html
http://www.yourdictionary.com/library/grammar/parts-of-speech/adjectives.html
http://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-adverbs-with-ly.html


 

 

 

Friday_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Spelling:  Suffixes –y, -ish, -hood, -ment 

Suffixes are word parts added to the end of a word and add to or change the meaning of the base word. 

-y having the quality of :  funny /  -ish turns nouns into adjectives : childish/ -hood sometimes references family or a time 
: childhood / -ment the act of doing something :enrollment 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 379 

Grammar:  Conjunctions (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so) 

Conjunctions are words that link other words, phrases, or clauses together. I like cooking and eating, but I don't like 
washing dishes afterward 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 380 

Reading:  Author’s Purpose 

The reason an author writes a text is to persuade the reader, inform the reader, or entertain the reader.  An author may 
include lots of things within their text for a purpose also. 

Video 

Independent Practice:  Workbook p. 361 

 

 

 

 

 

































3rd grade lesson plans   Week of April 6th-10th, 2020 
 

 Math Social Studies/Science 
Standards 2,3, 13, 24, 25 SS: 3                                Science: 5,6,7 

Monday 

4/6/2020 

Daily Warm-up:  

• 5-A-Day Week  (Monday) 

• Word problem #141 
(Complete problem marking keywords and important numbers.) 

• Homework sheet (Monday) 

Math lesson: Topic 13, Lesson 1, Understanding Perimeter 

*video on pearsonsuccessnet.com 

Math book pages 324-325 

Reteaching/Practice workbook page 13-1 

Studies Weekly Newspaper: Week 20 

• Read articles and find key vocabulary words. 

• Vocabulary: climate, conserve, deforestation, 

environment, extinct, inevitable, impaired, universal, 

urbanization, weather 

 

Tuesday 

4/7/2020 

Daily Warm-up:  

• 5-A-Day Week (Tuesday) *video reviewing M/T 

• Word problem #142 
(Complete problem marking keywords and important numbers.) 

• Homework sheet (Tuesday) *video reviewing M/T 

(school youtube channel) 

Math lesson: Topic 13, Lesson 2, Tools and Units for 

Perimeter *video on pearsonsuccessnet.com 

Math book pages: 326-327 

Reteaching/Practice workbook page 13-2 

Studies Weekly Newspaper: Week 

• Reread articles and complete online activities and/or 

newspaper activities. 

• Review vocabulary words 

Complete Vocabulary Quiz 

Wednesday 

4/8/2020 

 

Daily Warm-up:  

• 5-A-Day Week (Wednesday) 

• Word problem #143 
(Complete problem marking keywords and important numbers.) 

• Homework sheet (Wednesday) 

Math lesson: Topic 13, Lesson 3, Perimeter of Common 

Shapes *video on pearsonsuccessnet.com 

Math book pages 328-329 

Mystery Science Lesson Online:  Why do plants give us fruit? 

• Work through lesson.  Complete activity if you have 

the materials.  You can try it with other 

fruits/vegetables too! 

Science Book: Chapter 3: Lesson 1 How can you classify 

plants 

• Read lesson and complete activities. 

**Only one of the science lessons has to be completed.** 



3rd grade lesson plans   Week of April 6th-10th, 2020 
 

Reteaching/Practice workbook page 13-3 

Thursday 

4/9/2020 

Daily Warm-up:  

• 5-A-Day Week (Thursday) *video reviewing W/TH 

• Word problem #144 
(Complete problem marking keywords and important numbers.) 

• Homework sheet (Thursday) *video reviewing W/TH 

(school youtube channel) 

Math lesson: Topic 13, Lesson 4, Different Shapes with the 

Same Perimeter *video on pearsonsuccessnet.com 

Math book pages 330-331 

Reteaching/Practice workbook page 13-4 

Mystery Science Lesson Online:  Why are some apples red 

and some green? 

• Work through lesson.  Complete activity if you have 

the materials.   

Science Book: Chapter 3: Lesson 2 How do plants use leaves 

to make food. 

• Read lesson and complete activities. 

**Only one of the science lessons has to be completed.** 

Friday 

4/10/2020 

Weekly Assessment 

Additional Activity: Freckle.com: Complete 20 minutes of 

fact practice and/or complete a lesson. 

Studies Weekly Week 20 Questions: Answer questions in 

complete sentences. 

Extras 

Multiplication War:  Using only the numeral cards from a 

deck of cards, divide your cards equally among the two 

players.  Each player puts a card down face up.  The first 

person to correctly multiply the cards gets to keep the two 

cards.  The person with the most cards at the end wins. 

 

Practice fact practice on Freckle.com daily or complete 

assignments/lessons. 

 

Online Links: 

Pine Level Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_XTzpfJVMIlXXRccj7cORaP8EcAErB-b 

Studies Weekly: https://app.studiesweekly.com/online/ 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_XTzpfJVMIlXXRccj7cORaP8EcAErB-b
file:///C:/Users/Laura%20Fennell/Documents/StudiesWeekly.com
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The students will login using their username and password given to them by their teacher.  They should be able to pull up the 

weekly newspaper and complete different activities online.  They will find their weekly questions and vocabulary on Google 

Classroom. 

Science: 

Mystery Science: Why do plants give up fruit? 

https://mysteryscience.com/flowers/mystery-2/seed-dispersal-plant-life-cycle/89?code=NTUyMTI4ODM&t=student 

Mystery Science: Why are some apples red and some apples green? 

https://mysteryscience.com/flowers/mystery-3/trait-variation-inheritance-artificial-

selection/90?code=NTUyMTI4ODM&t=student 

Math: 

Pearson Success Net  

Login in using your child’s username and password.  Click on To Do in the top right side of the screen.  This should take you to a 

page that says My Work.  On this page your child’s teacher may have put some activities for your child to do to review the current 

math skill.  In the center of the screen you should see an Explore tab.  Click the Explore tab.  Scroll down to the current topic 

(13).  Click on the lesson in the middle of the screen and it should start a short video lesson.  You will do this for any lesson. 

Topic 13 Powerpoint: This will be available online for parents to access to use to assist in teaching the topic. 

EnVisionsMathGrad

e3Topic13.pptx  

 

 

file:///C:/Users/Laura%20Fennell/Documents/Lesson%20Plans%2019-20/Mysteryscience.com
file:///C:/Users/Laura%20Fennell/Documents/Lesson%20Plans%2019-20/Mysteryscience.com
https://mysteryscience.com/flowers/mystery-3/trait-variation-inheritance-artificial-selection/90?code=NTUyMTI4ODM&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/flowers/mystery-3/trait-variation-inheritance-artificial-selection/90?code=NTUyMTI4ODM&t=student
file:///C:/Users/Laura%20Fennell/Documents/Pearson%20Successnet


 

Math Book Lesson Guide: April 6th-10th  

*For each lesson review the information at the top of the page 

and work through the guided practice and practice problems 

before moving to the workbook.  The reteaching side of the 

workbook reviews the skill as well. 

Lesson 13-1: Understand Perimeter- How do you find perimeter? 

You can find the perimeter by adding the side lengths or counting the side 

lengths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 13-2: Tools and Units for Perimeter 

Different tools are used to measure different lengths.  You wouldn’t want 

to use a ruler to measure a football field.   

A ruler measures in inches or feet and measures short distances.  You 

would measure your desk with a ruler. 

  

A yardstick measures medium distances such a football field.  A yardstick 

measures in inches, feet, and yards. 

3 ft. = 1 yd. 

36 in. = 1 yd. 



 

A mile is a measure of longer distance.  It is too long to measure with a 

ruler or yardstick.  Most people can walk a mile in about 15 minutes. 

Lesson 13-3: Perimeter of Common Shapes- 

How can you find the perimeter of common shapes?   

• Remember that opposite sides of a rectangle have the same length.  

• All four sides of a square have the same length. 

• The sides of an equilateral triangle have the same length. 

Lesson 13-4: Different Shapes with the same perimeter 

Different shapes can have the same perimeter.  In this lesson, you will 

experiment by drawing different shapes with the same perimeter.  Be 

creative! 
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